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Introduction

n Background
Although client selection can coordinate large-scale clients for efficient

training, the inherent characteristic of the scheme, i.e., the partial client participation
can lead to a performance bias of the global model among clients.



Introduction

n Optimization object

Improve unbalanced local performances on different clients of the global
model caused by client selection

n Goal

Balance the client participation in local training while guaranteeing that clients
are not discarded.



Related Work
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Related Work

Client Grouping – local training time

l Group clients according to local training time

l Clients with long training time due to large data volume are despised



Related Work

l Group clients according to data volume

l Clients with large data volume seriously slow down the training process

Client Grouping – local data samples



Approach  —— Federated Learning Clients Dynamic Grouping Method based on Local Computational Efficiency
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Approach

Calculate local computational efficiency
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Approach

Construct Polynomial Distribution Set
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Approach

Group Clients

Build a set of polynomial distributions for each
client group 

Output the probability that a client belongs to each 
polynomial distribution (Client Grouping)



Approach

Update Local Computational Efficiency

Initialize clients’ local computational efficiency 
using their local data quantity

Update the local computational efficiency of clients 
participating in training



Experiment

Learning 
Environment

The clients and server are both on the same LAN and communicate 
each other via the PySyft’s WebSocket protocol.



Experiment

Dataset & 
Model

Two different CNN models are chosen as experimental models
for the MNIST-Fed dataset and the CIFAR-10-Fed dataset.



Experiment

Analysis of Hyperparameter Selection for FedGLCE



Experiment

Analysis of Hyperparameter Selection for FedGLCE



Experiment

Analysis of Client Participation



Experiment

Analysis of Local Test Accuracy



Experiment

Total Hours of Federated Training 



Conclusion

ØFedGLCE can balance the participation of clients in the local federated

training through the dynamic client grouping approach based on local computing

efficiency under the premise of ensuring the local test accuracy.

ØPerformance biases of the global model on clients are improved.

ØFedGLCE reduces the total training time of clients in federated learning.



At Last

Thanks for your attention!


